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Abstract

This paper is assessing the intake that case study as a research strategy drives forward research in economics area. Development in research in economics field in the last decade together with the growth of information and communication technologies led to an internationalization of education. The first section of the paper defines and compares different types of case study research with other research strategies. The next two sections of the paper are of applicative nature: one of them explains how to build a case study research holistic design that can be used for researching on the dynamics of population migration phenomenon and the other explains how a case study embedded design is used to build a framework guiding decision making on software procurement.
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1. CASE STUDY AS A RESEARCH STRATEGY

Case study research is just one of the different strategies for performing research activities in social sciences. Among other methods we can briefly state experiments, surveys, historical analysis and archive information analysis. Each and every strategy has its strong parts and its weaknesses, but mainly we can choose the right strategy depending on the following conditions: (a) the type of the research question, (b) whether the researcher has any control over the events and (c) whether the research is targeting contemporary or historical events.

Mainly, case study research is the „weapon of choice” when the question that we are trying to answer is like „how” or „why”, when the researcher has a limited or low control over the events that he is researching about and the focus is targeted on a contemporary event in a real life context. This kind of explanatory studies can be perfected by two other kinds: explorative studies and descriptive studies.

Case study research can be used perfectly fine in economics in situations like investigating the economy of a region or city or building frameworks based on previous cases and new regional cases for bringing specifics and particularities in the research. This research strategy has the ability of making us figure out complex social phenomena. It allows the researcher to extract characteristics of events from real life, like life cycles, managerial and organizational processes, and changes in vicinities, international affairs and development of industries.
1.1. Comparing case study research with other research strategies

When comparing research strategies in order to choose one it is advised to have a general and pluralist view. The purpose in choosing one is to avoid glaring mismatches, meaning those situations when you intend to use a certain strategy while a different one is obviously more advantageous. Although each strategy has its own particularities, there are large areas of overlapping. The following table centralizes the research strategies depending on the three factors that should influence the strategy chosen in research.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Strategy</th>
<th>Research question type</th>
<th>Does it require control over the events?</th>
<th>Does it target contemporary events?</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Case study</td>
<td>How, why?</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Experiment</td>
<td>How, why?</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Survey</td>
<td>Who, what/which, where, how much?</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Archive analysis</td>
<td>Who, what/which, where, how much?</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Yes/No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Historical analysis</td>
<td>How, why?</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: COSMOS Corporation [1]

The first condition is about the type of the research question [2]. A basic system for classifying these types of questions is the series of questions “who?”, “what?”, “which?”, “where?”, “how?” and “why?”.
If the research question is mainly like “what?” then we can have two possibilities. Firstly, some of these questions are of explorative nature. Secondly, some of them have in view the aspect of finding “how much?”. It is most probable that these types of research questions are to be answered doing surveys or archive analysis rather than case studies.
Similarly, the questions like “who?” and “where?” are susceptible of favoring strategies based on surveys and archive analysis.
On the other hand, the questions “how?” and “why” are more of explicative nature and susceptible for using case studies, historical analysis and experiments as research strategies. This is because they deal with operational activities that need to be tracked back in time, rather than determining their frequency or incidence.
If the research questions are like “how?” and “why?”, then possible research strategies are the experiment, the case study or historical analysis. What further differentiates the choice is whether the researcher has control over the events and if the events are contemporary or not.
We can do experiments when the researcher can directly manipulate the behavior. This is possible in a lab where the focus can be on one or just a few variables, or on the field where the term social experiment is gaining ground, situation when the researcher targets different groups of people in totally different ways [3].
1.2. Different types of case studies

The most common definitions of case studies have made this research strategy even more known to the research community and reminded of the variety of situations when this strategy proved to be most valuable. From the perspective of an observer, the case study research strategy is defined as it follows: “The essence of a case study, the base tendency among all kinds of studies, is the attempt to clarify a decision or a set of decisions: why were they taken, how were they implemented and with what results [4].”

Other researchers stated that the case study research starts with “the logic of the design…a strategy to be preferred when circumstances and research objectives are adequate [5].”

A case study is an empirical investigation that can be used to research on a contemporary phenomenon in its real life context when the boundaries between the phenomenon and the context are not very well delimited. The investigation of the case study is managing the technical situation in which the variables we are interested in are more numerous than the data sources, and as a first result, are based on multiple proofs or data sources, thus being necessary to triangulate the data. As a second result, the investigation benefits of the existence of previously made theoretical hypothesis with the purpose of guiding the gathering and analysis of data.

In other words, as a research strategy, case study represents a pervasive method, which includes the logic of design, techniques for collecting data and specific approaches for analyzing it. Therefore, case study research is not just tactic for data gathering nor a simple design feature [6], but a proper and complete research strategy.

There are variations in case studies used as research strategies. This type of investigations includes both case studies on a single case and also case studies done on multiple cases. There were studies that tried to make a clear difference between the two situations but these two situations are in fact two kinds of case study designs.

Case studies can contain quantitative data and even limit only to this data. Most preferable, the difference between quantitative data and qualitative data should not be criteria for making a distinction between research strategies. Case study research strategy should not be confused with qualitative research [7]. Different from qualitative research, case study research can be based on any mix of quantitative and qualitative data. Moreover, it is not mandatory for case studies to use direct and detailed observation as a data source.

At its simplest, the research design it’s the logic that connects the empiric data to the initial research questions and finally with the conclusions. Using a more academic way of defining it, the research design is that logic plan that takes us from “here” to “there”, where “here” is the initial set of questions we are trying to answer and “there” is the set of conclusions regarding those questions. Between these two ends there are a major series of stages, among them having data gathering and data analysis. More advised opinions say that a research design comprises at least four
aspects: which are the research questions, which data is relevant, which data has to be collected and how the answers should be analyzed.

The design is supposed to maximize four aspects that regard the quality of the study: construct validity, internal validity (explicative and causal studies), external validity and fidelity. There are four relevant fundamental designs, in two pairs: the first pair is designs for individual or multiple cases and the second pair (which can appear combined with either two types of the first pair) is represented by holistic or embedded designs.

For case study research there are five design components of critical importance. These components are the research questions, the hypotheses, if any, the analysis unit or units, the logic used to tie the gathered data to the hypotheses and the criteria used to interpret findings.

The analysis unit might even be a person if we are researching the migration phenomenon, or let’s say crimes committed by underage citizens. Of course, the case can be a certain event or entity which is not as well defined as a person is. There were case studies done on decision making, on private or governmental programs, on implementation processes and organizational changes [8].

The fourth and the fifth component of case study research design components are very little discussed in most pieces of literature on the matter. The most promising approach for case studies in this regard is pattern matching, a method which we can use to relate information on the case study with a theoretical hypothesis. More exactly, we can describe in advance patterns for some of the hypothesis and then prove that the data fits better to some of the patterns or one of the patterns described previously. If we consider the patterns to be alternative hypothesis then this is a technique to link the data to the hypothesis.

By defining the above five elements we start to build a preliminary theory on the subject of the case study. In case study research, the theory is developed before we start collecting data. Developing a theory is a key part, regardless if the purpose of the case study is to propose a new theory or to test it. As being previously said, a common theme to do case studies on is evaluating programs financed out of public money. Here we should make a difference regarding the theory of the case study. In a case like this, we should not confuse the theory of the program, for example how can we get to a more efficient education system, and with the theory of implementing the program, for example how can we implement more efficiently an educational program. A theory which is thoroughly written must be at the level from which we can generalize the results of the study.

Using statistical analysis to generalize the result of a case study is a serious error [7] because case studies are not sampling units. In this matter case study are more similar with experiments, therefore analytical generalization is the method to use. Analytical generalization uses a previously developed theory as a pattern to be used to compare the results of the study. If it is proven that two or more cases confirm the theory, then we can claim we have a replication, like in research based on experiments. These results can be considered even more solid if two or more cases confirm the theory, but at the same time, they don’t confirm an alternative theory which seems to be as plausible as the one that has been confirmed. This situation is called a level two deduction [9].
Firstly we will present you the important role that immigrants have in the economic development process of a society. Remittances are a principal factor which has influence over the economic development process. So the conjecture I will start with in this research refers to the fact that remittances contribute to the economic development of Romania’s North-East region. The purpose of this research is to identify the most important ways through which remittances can contribute to economic development. Finding the connection between remittances and economic growth will help us formulate some recommendations which will maximize the remittances positive effects concerning Romania’s economy and to facilitate their transfer, so that their value would grow up. Because the number of immigrants is higher and higher, also the remittances level in increasing. It is extremely important to analyze how this influences the economy and how we can maximize their contribution to the economic development.

We will take into consideration the case study as a research strategy for this matter. Possible hypotheses examination and the confirmation that the purpose of this research has a major importance for Romania’s North-East region is one more reason. The case study represents a research strategy which complies with some circumstances supported by reasons about which I will discuss in the next paragraphs.

A reason for using an individual case it is emphasized by the idea that it represents that crucial case in one well done theory verification. The theory sets off some obvious hypothesis and also the circumstances in which they are available. To confirm or to drop this theory, a particular study can accomplish all conditions for making a test [10].

For emphasizing what I meant before, I will take for example one of the most important theory concerning the migration phenomenon, namely the push and pull factor’s theory. This theory was developed by Everett Lee and relied on the opportunity’s model released by the American sociologist Stouffer [11] who mentioned that the movement’s dimension between two areas depends mostly of the opportunity’s number which occurs between these two points. As a matter of fact, the development degree of some areas is influencing more the migration evolution than the distance between them. Some studies show that the majority of the poor people are living in the North-East part of Romania, this region holding also the majority concerning the least developed districts from Romania.

In most cases those who take the decision to leave abroad are the young people from the country side. If at the beginning the immigrant were seen like persons without superior studies, today, young people, students, single persons, who have an average wage and who are still working are those involved in the migration phenomenon. The wage from Romania is considerably lower than EU’s average and the fiscal system together with deficiencies from the social assistance system, emphasize the migration decision making process. Half of Romania’s poor people are not those from the social excluded people: unemployed people, chronically sick or persons with disabilities, but are represented by those people who have a permanent job, but
who have needs which are not be covered by the wage real level [12]. To draw a conclusion, of what I mentioned before, we can say that the migration way is determined by the possibility to obtain higher wages and by the exploitation of some developed areas.

Figure 1. Case study holistic design

![Figure 1. Case study holistic design](image)

Source: Application of case study research [7]

Using this design for this particular migration case is partially due because it’s the representative case for North-Eastern Romania. In this case, we are trying to capture the circumstances and the context of a common situation in this particular area of Romania. We have to be aware that we cannot bring migration to discussion unless we have in focus the people and the institutions with which they interact. Choosing just one case in our research is also because this case is an almost extreme case, if not a unique one. This North-Eastern region is the area in which this phenomenon is more present that in the whole rest of the province of Moldova. According to a World Bank report, Romania is ranked 10th in the world and second in the E.U. from the remittances point of view. What we can study in this research is also what happens with the remittances once they get back home, we can evaluate the capacity of saving or investing of the people that are still home. Even if part of this money is for immediate expenditures, they represent a real factor for economic growth.

We consider that the study of migration in this region is a new topic for research and this is a revealing case that could not be researched before due to various reasons, one of them being the political regime before the 1990’s when people were not allowed to leave the country in such large numbers that could count as migration. The research can bring light over the life of these people, observing them can explain the external migration from the North-East area and help improve public service so that their needs are better met.

We can do research on this case in various moments in time. One of these moments could be before the 1990’s when this phenomenon was limited or lacking, as it was
declared by the authorities though there still were accounted a few illegal migration cases. A second period in time to research on this case would be from 1990 to 2007 when the number of emigrants increased dramatically and remittances started to be a visible part of the gross domestic product. The third period that we can include in our research is starting from 2007 when Romania entered the E.U. and citizens started to be able to exit the country toward other European countries without having a visa. In this period, an interesting segment would consist of topics like institutional convergence and alignment of internal regulations with European regulations about the labor market and free passage of citizens. Studying from the point of view of the three periods would help us build a migration theory that could make us understand better how the phenomenon evolved and show us where it is heading. In this individual case study we can have more analysis units, leading to a more complex design. These units can bring more details over the context, but if we insist too much on the subunits we can lose the holistic aspects of the case and we risk changing its nature and focus.

We consider that the migration phenomenon is a component of our society that is more and more present in Romania; it can be a factor that stimulates the global market and a tool to regulate and balance the labor force in different regions. There are also a series of benefits for the countries that welcome labor force from other countries, such as having a labor force that is already trained and capable of good results with lower expenses for the companies.

As for one of the main results of migration, the remittances, it is obvious that if they are big enough they can have an influence over the economic potential of a region. The urge to save money is usually lower in the families that are receiving more money from abroad, partly because they usually are younger families and spend more. Also, younger families have a tendency of spending more money on school for their children and they invest in agriculture by upgrading their farming oriented household. It is known that in this region the constructions market and real estate registered growth in the next periods after migration started to increase [13]. In the country side of the region, often the remittances are used to cover day to day expenses, in many cases by elderly persons still living in their native region, the remittances send by their relatives becoming a substitute for the lack of employment opportunities in the region.

In Romania, remittances, as in other countries, are a potential source for savings, investments and capital accumulation. It looks like that ensuring and promoting a productive use for the high amounts of remittances that are coming to Romania should be an important topic for the decision factors from Romania, thus understanding the migration will help in this matter.

Summarizing, we find that individual case studies are a frequent design in doing research, having here the two possibilities: holistic design or embedded design. In our case a holistic design on a single case is justifiable because of the reasons stated above. Thereby, our case is a crucial test for an existing theory; it is a rare or unique situation, it is the relevant case for the region of Moldova and its purpose is to reveal the extent of this phenomenon.
3. USING CASE STUDY RESEARCH FOR BUILDING A FRAMEWORK GUIDING DECISION MAKING

When doing research on decision making, case study research is a research strategy to be preferred. Starting with the five components of the design, on this particular research we are trying to build a framework guiding decision making on open source software procurement in public bodies, like cities, hospitals, ministries, and others. Open source software can enable municipalities in providing better service to its citizens by using the power of ICT (information and communication technologies). E-government solutions based on open source software or which have integrated it are possible and may be feasible. Leverage can be obtained by public servants using open source software on their work computers, economic gain can be obtained in certain situations from implementing solutions based on open source software in public administration [15]. This is, to some extent, an important piece of the big picture of open source software use in municipalities, but further on, we are going to focus only on how we can make use of case study research to perform such a study.

The same study can involve one or more analysis units. This is happening when we focus on more than one sub-cases of the same case. In our decision making case, our case is represented by a public program that is implementing open source software in municipalities that involves a number of smaller separated financed programs, like desktop implementations, server implementations, web services implementations, projects than in this case would represent the analysis units. No matter how we select these units, we obtain what we call an embedded design.

The embedded design brings better focus over what we study. We have to keep in mind that the main focus should be on the main analysis units. The same study can consist of one or more cases. When this situation occurs, we are using a embedded design for multiple cases, design which is used more and more in the last few years. This is the case of our study, which is dealing with more than one local municipality.

In this research, doing a study on multiple cases comes with the advantage that will make the data, the proofs, more convincing and the study will seem to be more rigorous. The drawback to this is that this will require more resources and a longer period of time which may go over the capabilities of a young researcher. In our study, we will approach the multiple cases as approaching multiple experiments, meaning that we will follow a replicability logic. Replicability and not sampling is the way to go in case study research [7]. For example, when a breakthrough is obtained in an experiment, the purpose becomes to replicate the result in more experiments. Some experiments would keep all variables identical while other will change some to view the response.

In the same line of thinking, each case study must be carefully chosen so that it will provide similar results or to provide different results, but from foreseeable causes. An important step in the replication process is developing a theoretical framework. This framework must state the situation when certain phenomenon occurs and also the situation when chances are slim. Later on, this framework will be the pattern used to generalize on other cases.
Applying a sampling logic to case studies would be wrong. Firstly, case study research is not the best strategy for determining the predominance of a phenomenon. Secondly, a case study covers the phenomenon and its context, therefore are resulting too many possible relevant variables.

The theory is based on cases obtained from the literature from previous open source software implementation. This will be our ground for generalization. Based on what is observed on different other cases, we will define possible analysis unit to find in our case studies and also we will define criteria for choosing the case study to be performed in order to be relevant for the theory.

Setting hypotheses based on what is observed in previous cases will help us in defining patterns for what the results could be and determine causes for different kinds of results. The cases involved in the study must serve a similar goal, and similar or different findings must be anticipated when starting the research.

Figure 2. Case study embedded design

In our particular case, we will be performing two separate case studies in municipalities in northern Romania. In each case there might be the need to survey the persons involved in the decision process. Even so, these results will not be put together, but will make part of the findings for each separate case. This data will be mostly quantitative, focused on the decision process that occurred in each case and will be used together with implementation data, work progress data and efficiency status data to explain the success and the activities of the case. If, the data from both cases would be merged, it would mean that we are not using a design for multiple cases, but a survey design.

For each separate case, it is recommended that the report to state how and why a certain hypothesis has been confirmed or not. The report must state also how much of replication logic has been applied from one case to the other and why we have foreseen that a case will have certain results while another will have different results (if applicable).
When doing the research we have to plan using a well-defined method. We should start with defining and building the theoretical framework, then with preparing, gathering and analyzing data and in the end with an overall analysis and drawing conclusions. This kind of logic provides a high contrast next to the sampling logic of a survey design.

Figure 3. Method for the case study

The method above is mostly intuitive but there is one element that needs to be explained and that is the dotted feedback line. The line is there in case a major finding occurs while performing one of the case studies, like if one of the cases does not fit the initial design. In this situation, before moving on we have to rethink the research. This might mean that we could choose a different case or we can make some changes on the method for collecting data.

In our research, very important things are the analytical benefits that derive from using two cases. The analytic conclusions of two cases, at which we get independently, are stronger than the conclusion of one. Moreover, it is possible that the context for each case to be different. Having different contexts, if we still get to the same conclusions we will enhance our possibility to generalize them.

As seen from both the strategy and the design, case study research proves to be a very resourceful strategy to use in this study on decision making regarding open source software adoption. The method must be rigorous in order to obtain quality outcome and this can be achieved with a similar design to the method that was suggested. Not only that enables us to treat different cases separately, conclusions are also drawn separately in the individual case reports and then from comparing the cases we obtain the final conclusions that lead to upgrading the theory. Having a solid base, the theory developed in the beginning, we check out hypotheses by performing the case studies and then generalize the results.
CONCLUSION

When coming to researches done by using case studies the final outcome has to be exemplary. An exemplary case study reaches beyond the methodological procedures described in three chapters of this paper.

There are a few characteristics in order to make our own case study research get closer to the exemplary case study research that we are trying to reach. The case that we choose must be eloquent to the questions that we are going to answer. Before choosing a case study the researcher must describe the contribution that he will bring to the subject supposing that the study will be carried on successfully. If the answer to this question is not satisfactory then he must reconsider.

For explicative case studies it is good practice to examine alternative hypotheses and analyzing data from this angle too. Even if the study is explorative or descriptive, analyzing data from different perspectives will increase the quality of the case study.

The case study must provide sufficient proofs. An exemplary case study renders logically and efficiently the most relevant proofs so that the reader itself can see the merits of the analysis. We can gain the trust of the reader by providing sufficient data and convince him that this data was gathered thoroughly according to a methodology.

The case study must create a feeling of completeness. A way to do that is related to obtaining data, the researcher must be convince that he made an exhaustive effort for collecting all relevant data and that there were no constraints while doing the research. One more way to get closer to completeness is to pay special attention to the limits of the case, meaning the distinction between the studied phenomenon and its context. The way to do it is to show that the closer we get to the limits of the case, the less relevant data we gather.

It is also very important the way we write the case. Writing an exciting material requires experience and talent. The more often we write for the same audience then most probable the better we can reach them. The clarity of the text can be improved by rewriting it, activity that is always recommended to be done when working on a thesis or important paper.

Both subject approached in this paper are of actuality and great interest for public bodies that can benefit from understanding them better. Software procurement in the public service is a case that involves great investments in technology, thus can even change the balance of the market and therefore decision making on this topic must be crystal clear. Migration is a more subtle phenomenon and the administration has to understand how the needs of these people can be met and also encourage them to invest their money toward the financial system and not save them in their own homes.

We consider that case study research can serve well in researching these topics and that the methodology proposed in this paper on how to use it brings more trust in this strategy.
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